
Our Services

Infomatrix Technologies is an IT Solutions Company managed by professionals having rich
experience in Information Technology Services viz Offshore Software Development, On-site
Development and Integration, Web Application Development, Search Engine Optimization etc.
To clients from the International market as well as the domestic industry. What we thrive upon is
customer satisfaction and technical expertise. And to make our services really unique, we blend
it with innovative concepts.Infomatrix Technologies is able to offer clients the best in customer
Software and Web service while also providing cutting-edge, customized solutions at extremely
competitive prices.

Web Designing

Get a professional, world class design for your website. You can attract surfers to your website
only with eye catchy design and quality work. A proven fact - first thing people ask is: “what’s
your company website address?” Our core strengths lie in designing interfaces for interactive
web-sites and complex web applications. We offer designs that are both aesthetic in appeal and
superior in performance. The designs, graphics, animation are unique and effectively present
your company and products through web media.

Software Development

Infomatrix Technologies software development services are intended to serve businesses that
are software outsourcing development and programming to India, by judicious blend of
Business analysis Management with latest technology Infomatrix technologies develops
state-of-the-art and custom software & web based applications Infomatrix technologies enable
reduction in the time and resources spent for a business process to take place for the clients
and serve to eliminate functional bottlenecks.

Internet Marketing

We are skilled in building complete, turn-key e-commerce solutions that can incorporate a
number of complex functionality points, including integration with back-end catalog and legacy
systems, interfacing real-time with a payment gateway, and containing a full administration site
that will allow you to easily maintain the products and content on your site. E-Commerce
solutions are an easy extension of commerce. It is an accomplishment of financial business
transactions or sharing information with business persons, consumers or others over the
internet. Infomatrix Technologies provides complete e-commerce solutions at affordable prices. 

Web Hosting

We are skilled in building complete, turn-key e-commerce solutions that can incorporate a
number of complex functionality points, including integration with back-end catalog and legacy
systems, interfacing real-time with a payment gateway, and containing a full administration site
that will allow you to easily maintain the products and content on your site. E-Commerce
solutions are an easy extension of commerce. It is an accomplishment of financial business
transactions or sharing information with business persons, consumers or others over the
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internet. Infomatrix Technologies provides complete e-commerce solutions at affordable prices. 

Web Development

Our web development process ensures that your project remains flexible. At any point, you
have the possibility to add features to your website as we work on a modular platform that
allows for an unlimited number of additions to be made to your back-end features. For our SEO
clients, we have created URL rewrite engines to improve the search engine friendliness of their
URL's. 

Flash Designing

Flash banners are an essential part of web advertising. We can create attractive banners that
optimize your brand image and deliver a targeted message through moving Flash motion
graphics. Our Flash designs are not based on templates; our website designs and animations
are original and custom-made for each client.  
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